
Euler-Lagrange's equations in several variables 

So far we have studied 

one variable and its derivative

Let us now consider

many variables and their derivatives 

i.e. we have a path given by

To �nd the extremizing path we vary as before

same and

We want to vary

Expand around

let f depend explicitly on x as well

where 

L2:1
More:1

Taylor:
226-227

(This proof is 
slightly more
general than
Taylor's.)

for example motion in several dimensions



For an extremizing path we have 

vary 
vary

boundary term =0

as 

As are independent we have

for each i, i.e., we have n Euler-Lagrange equations.

as for one
variable

rewrite 
as sum

integrate 2nd
term by parts

x-dependence irrelevant 
in next step

L2:2
More:2

(Need total derivative for integration by parts)



The principle of least action, Hamilton's principle

For a hanging chain at rest we minimize the potential energy.

We have seen that for light we minimize

Let us now guess that for free particles in a constant potential we want to 
minimize

If so, the EL equations would give us

i.e., the acceleration =0!

This is precisely what we expect in a constant potential.

For free particles in a potential we have

potential

so, if we assume that nature minimizes the time integral of the Lagrangian

we get back Newton's second law of motion from (Euler-)Lagrange's equation

.

(Here V depends on x, but not its derivative,
this is often the case as potentials rarely depends
on velocities.) 

L2:3
Action:1

(William Rowan Hamilton, 1805-1865)

1st Law: An object that is at rest will stay at rest 
             unless an external force acts upon it.

3rd Law: If one object A exerts a force F on a second object B, 
             then B simultaneously exerts a force -F on A.

Taylor:
237-241



Check:

Generally in classical physics we have:

Nature minimizes (extremizes) the action

i.e., for classical physics we have

the action

the Lagrangian

This reformulation of classical mechanics serves several purposes

1) Some problems in mechanics are easier to solve.

2) The Lagrange formalism is needed to understand quantum �eld theory.

OK.

L2:4
Action:2

3) It is easy to identify conserved quantities.

Hamilton's principle:

(We have a systematic way to solve all problems and 
constrained motions are easily described.)



Constraints, degrees of freedom, and generalized coordinates 

In reality we don't only have free particles, we often have constraints 

(for example, due to rigid bodies or due to friction) of form:

Holonomic constraint, a constraint
that can be written such that it only 
depends on the coordinates and time,
(not on generalized velocities). (HUB p.35) 

These constraints can be used to eliminate some d.o.f. such that we e�ectively

have less than 3N d.o.f. for N particles.

Furthermore, it is often useful to use other d.o.f. than 

to describe a system, for example angle and radius for a central motion.

Instead of the usual coordinates we may thus use generalized coordinates 

to describe the relevant d.o.f. (Think change of coordinates.)

const

The Lagrangian, L, may then instead be expressed as

are called generalized coordinates

are called generalized velocities.

For free particles, in these coordinates the principle of least action gives

(Euler-) Lagrange's equations. 

where

and

L2:5
Constr:1

The action must be extremized also in these new coordinates, meaning that
(Euler-) Lagrange's equations must be true also for these coordinates.

Taylor:
244-254

If the number of degrees of freedom is equal to the total number of generalized
coordinates we have a Holonomic system. (Taylor p. 249) 

(Natural coordinates:
coordinates where the
relation between 
generalized and
Cartesian coordinates
does not involve time.
Taylor p. 249.)



L2:6
Constr:2If the particles are not free, but constrained to move on a surface one

might worry that the constraint forces spoil 

the equivalence of the Lagrange formulation of mechanics and the 

standard Newtonian formulation. We will here prove that this is not the 

case.

Consider a particle con�ned to move on some surface between two 

points . Let the "right" path be given by and consider

a path which deviates by

where both r and R are on the surface.

We want to prove that Newton's 2nd law is equivalent to the vanishing

of the action. Consider thus

and study

We have 

Recall that  

and insert in

to �rst order in       :

Red: The case of many particles,
skip at �rst reading

Here        is the derivative w.r.t.
the position of particle i.



giving for the di�erence in action

Integrating the ✁rst term by parts we get

As is the "right path" which satis✁es Newton's 2nd law we have

cancelling we get

but      is orthogonal to since      is in the plane and 

is the force pulling the particle to the plane

So a particle constrained to move on a plane does extremize the action.

Note that this proof works equally well in more than 3d,

L2:7
Constr:3

and that the proof is very similar in the case of many particles.

cstr

cstr

cstr

cstr

Solid bodies can be thought about as consisting of many "free" particles
with very constraining potentials, meaning that the above argument
applies to solid bodies as well.

If        was not orthogonal to the
plane it would do work on the system.

cstr

in



L2:8
Atw:1Example: Atwood machine

The Lagrangian is given by

Here we have the constraint:

only one d.o.f.

which gives the Lagrange equations of motion:

From which we can solve for the acceleration:
"gravitational mass"

"inertial mass"

frictionless
pulley

Taylor:
255-256

const

take x as
generalized
coordinate

const



Ex: Consider a wheel

rolling down a slope

(Hardly anyone would 
use Cartesian coordinates.)

Natural generalized coordinates are the distance     and the angle     

but, as the wheel is rolling we have a constraint:

one d.o.f. less.

For we have

i.e., the wheel is accelerating with 

CM-movement from angular
momentum

potential energy

moment of inertia

EL =>

Slower than the acceleration if sliding.

L2:9
Wheel:1

initial height

HUB p. 41-42


